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Twenty Minute Take Away!
Elementary teachers have been meeting on
Wednesday mornings for “Twenty Minute TakeAway” professional development sessions provided
by the Elementary PIIC Team. Topics have included
Text Dependent Analysis, Close Reading, Writing in
Math Class, New Peer Editing Techniques, and
more.

100th Day of School Fun!
February 2, 2016 marked the 100th day of school
for our district! The elementary school celebrated
by having a “4 the Kids” spirit day themed “DRESS
LIKE YOU ARE 100 YEARS OLD!”
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Career Education In-service

The School Counselors have been writing a
comprehensive counseling curriculum under
Chapter 339 regulations. A targeted aspect of the
new curriculum is a more streamlined career
education plan for K-12 students.
On February 12th the counselors provided inservice training for K-12 faculty members. The
training highlighted our current career education
curriculum and informed the faculty about our
goals for career education moving forward. Part of
this training included a video entitled “Success in
the New Economy” by Kevin Fleming. We urge you
to take 10 minutes and watch the video on
YouTube. We received a lot of feedback from the
teachers after showing them this thought
provoking video.

Full ‘STEM’ Ahead!
Students in the STEM 12 class taught by Mrs.
Olinger and Mrs. Magolis created their own
technical writing specifications for an object that
was the topic of a literary piece. This Collins Type 3
Assignment allowed students an opportunity to
analyze poetry and fine tune their technical writing
skills. Posters were displayed in the form of a

Gallery Walk and students evaluated each other's
work based on FCA's related to technical
writing. Upcoming classes will be focused on
analyzing, evaluating, and creating infographics.
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Accelerate Reader Success!
Eleven sixth graders reached their Accelerated
Reader points goals in the second quarter. Mrs.
Turk, Mrs. Mateer, and Mr. King treated these
readers to donuts and juice to celebrate their
accomplishments.

Thank a Mail Carrier Day!
Mrs. Keefe’s learning support class begins
each day by discussing and celebrating a “National
Day.” Thursday, February 4, 2016 was National
Thank a Mail Carrier Day. They discussed how
there is mail in our mailboxes six days a week, how
they have to trudge through inches of snow, gusty
winds, and scorching heat to get our mail to us, and
what would happen if we didn’t get our bills in
time. So they took time out of their day to thank
the mail person who is responsible for getting it
there. They practiced writing friendly letters and
took them home to give to their mail carrier.
Thank a Mail Carrier Day is always observed on
February 4th. It is a day that is a reminder of just
how important mail carriers are to our everyday
lives. Mrs. Keefe’s students hope that their letters
bring a smile to their mail carrier’s face, just as mail
does for us!

One student even received a note in return from
her Mail Carrier!
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Windmill Efficiency
Mr. Shopland’s STEM class investigated various
factors that impact a windmill’s efficiency.
Students tested number, angle, length, weight and
type of blades, as well as wind speed and direction.
They presented their findings to the class.
Students were then given a challenge of
incorporating these findings to design and build a
windmill that would produce the most
voltage. Students enjoyed the hands-on nature of
the research and challenge.
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Dessert Bar to benefit “4 the Kids”

National Counselors Week

On February 9th the Elementary Teachers and Staff
held a dessert buffet during lunch periods as a “4
the Kids” fundraiser. We raised $90 for the fund.

February 1st-5th was National School Counselors
week. The Jr. and Sr. High TADD group, sponsored
by Dr. Yatzkanic, displayed beautiful posters in the
lobbies of both buildings. The posters highlighted
the wonderful services that our talented school
counselors provide for our schools daily.

School Store Fun!
The Sixth Grade Entrepreneur Club at the
Elementary School is working hard each day at
their student run school store! This month, the club
was able to make a $150 donation to the “4 the
Kids” fund!
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Show the Animals Some Love!
Two third grade students helped the third grade
teachers, Mrs. Gates, Mrs. Baker and Mrs. Neal, to
organize a pet supply drive benefiting Four Footed
Friends. The drive was held February 8th – February
11th. The elementary school students and staff
collected 142 items!

Physics Fun!
The physics lab has been decorated with a variety
of student-made hanging mobiles gently moving in
response to any air movement. Each mobile has a
science theme or a “mobile” theme, like
“auto”mobile. This project was part of the study of
torque and rotational equilibrium taught by Ms.
Thomas (physics student teacher).
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Penguin Tales
Mrs. Yurky’s second grade class read about
penguins and made a mural of a penguin colony.
Next the second graders wrote “Penguins Tales”
featuring an Antarctic penguin as the main
character. The students enjoyed learning about
these unusual birds.

Winter Weather Writing
Mrs. Hildebrand’s reading class read the fantasy
story, Snowmen at Night. After reading, they used
their imaginations to write about what they

thought their snowman did at night while they
were asleep. Their writing was published in the
Homer-Center Herald, and they created their
snowmen and put them in the hall so that
everyone could enjoy their antics! Then they each
wrote an acrostic poem about snow. They had a
great time writing about our winter weather!
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Recorder Karate
All 3rd graders started learning the recorder after
Christmas and have been doing a great job ever
since! In Recorder Karate, students are able to
earn colored belts every time they play a new song
successfully. The entire third grade already has
their first two belts, which are yellow and white.
Some even have their orange belt! We are hoping
to get to the black belt by the end of the year.
Pictured here are students in Mrs. Gate’s class who
just got their yellow belts!

